
Cambria Rezoning Application Review for DSRA 

Foreword 

This review has been prepared at the request of the DSRA by a Registered Land 

Surveyor with experience dealing with development applications and planning schemes.   

This is not an exhaustive list of all possible issues that could be of concern to members of the DSRA 

and the community at large but a summary of the points found by the author within the requested 

planning scheme amendment that need careful consideration.  

One way to think of the Specific Area Plan (SAP) is that it is the set of rules by which any future 

development is judged as being acceptable or not.   

To comply with the particular part of a scheme there are two possible ways to gain approval from 

council, the first being the Acceptable Solution noted as A1, A2 etc. where if you meet the rules 

then it cannot be refused.  However if you cannot meet the acceptable solutions then the other way 

is via the Performance Criteria P1, P2 etc, which usually allow a bit more flexibility if the negative 

impacts can be managed appropriately. 

No environmental issues are discussed as this is not an area that the author has expertise in. 

Major Issues: 

1. BUILDING HEIGHT (F5.7.1 A1) – The acceptable building height for a dwelling would be 

increased from 8.5m (2 storeys) to 12m (4 storeys) for all areas of the development except 

Area 1 which is 10m (3 Storey). 

 

This change will allow any building to be 12m tall including in the foothills, next to Swan 

River Road and on the proposed Golf Course where neighbouring land along Dolphin Sands 

Road can only have a building 5m tall. 

 

2. BUILDING SETBACK  

a. (F5.7.2 A1) – The setback from all boundaries for buildings excluding 

residential/visitor accommodation would be reduced to 5m, currently these vary 

between 20 to 50m for the land contained in the SAP.   

b. (F5.7.2 P1) – Building setback for residential & visitor accommodation buildings only 

require significant setbacks from adjoining significant agriculture zone and rural 

resource land, however this does not include the neighbouring land of Cambria 

Drive or Dolphin Sands  - thus any building including visitor accommodation/tourism 

can be within 5m of the title boundary for these areas. 

 

These setbacks are similar to urban areas within Swansea.  It should be noted that the two 

smallest title involved in the development are 12ha & 25 ha respectively which is much 

larger than the average residential lot of 800m2. 

 

3. BUILDING LOCATION  

a. (F5.7.3 P1) – There are a number of changes regarding siting of buildings in the rural 

landscape under the performance criteria. 

i.  Current wording of the clause is that an application MUST SATISFY ALL 

criteria, under the proposed SAP this has been changed to “having regard 



to” the criteria.  This makes it unclear to what extent any or all of the criteria 

need to be complied with. 

ii. Also a crieria has been removed that requires the significant impact on the 

rural landscape to be minimised by; 

1. Height of building (be minimised) 

2. Landscaping  

3. Use of colours with low reflectance values for external surfaces. 

 

b. (F5.7.3 A2) – any development for Tourism or Visitor Accommodation can be located 

in otherwise precluded areas if there is an approved Landscape Management Plan 

(LMP), however it is not clear what constitutes an approved LMP. 

 

In particular these provisions could allow for high reflectance colours (i.e. white) being used 

on buildings on ridgelines and skylines, and they can be up to 12m (4 Storeys) tall. 

 

 

4. New Lots 

a. (F5.8.1 A1) In areas 2 & 4 minimum lot sizes are proposed to be 40ha with 25m 

frontage.  Currently there is no subdivision allowed under the acceptable solution in 

either Rural Resource or Significant Agriculture zones.  This change would allow up 

to an additional 60+ lots to be created and sold off with no possibility of anyone 

stopping it. 

b. (F5.8.1 P1) Under the performance criteria there is NO MINIMUM lot size and the 

other provisions that must be complied with are very weak, including no 

requirement for frontage to a road, only safe vehicular access.  These provisions 

apply to all SAP areas. 

 

Under the current rural resource zone the provisions the minimum lot size possible 

via the performance criteria  is 80ha and the other controls that must be met are 

more stringent 

 

5. Landing Ground – possible intensification 

The purpose of a SAP should be to put in place the appropriate planning controls for the 

proposed future use of the land.  Thus given that the SAP and supporting documents 

reference the possible substantial intensification of air traffic then the SAP should provide 

guidance and controls to ensure that there is not undue conflict between this proposed use 

and existing surrounding land uses.  In particular the residential land of neighbouring 

Cambria Drive and residences in both Swansea and Dolphin Sands that would be under the 

flight paths. 

 

A reasonable response would be to ensure controls are in place to avoid such land use 

conflict.  As the Tasmanian Planning Schemes have had to deal with few if any new land 

grounds that are close to existing residences there is little local content to refer to.  However 

there are documents from the Victorian planning system that might be suitable in this case.  

Some of the controls include 500m buffers to residential land for normal business hour of 

operations or 1000m for unrestricted hours of operation. More information regarding this is 

currently being sought 



 

 

Public Documents and the Planning Scheme Amendment 

For those not familiar with the planning system a brief description of what the current application is 

asking for follows. 

The application as lodged with GSBC has many documents which provide background information 

and specialist report such as environmental, traffic impact, heritage etc.  This background 

information and reports number in the hundreds of pages, they are there to inform council and the 

public about the proposed development however they are totally non-binding with regard to what 

will be built.   

In other words the development as currently proposed in the Concept Master Plan can be changed 

in part or totally, as this is not an application for any of the development outlined in the Concept 

Master Plan it is a request to change the rules by which any application would be judged.   

The exact details of the requested changes are contained in the 19 page document, AM 2018 03 with 

GSBC Seal.   

It is this document that will control what can and cannot be done on the Cambria Estate should it be 

passed by council and the Tasmanian planning Commission, and as such must be carefully 

considered by anyone that is interested or affected to make sure they are happy with the proposed 

changes. 

  

 




